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Using evidence of learning to
adapt lessons in real time to
meet students’ learning needs.
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Share learning intentions and criteria for
success
Eﬀective discussion, questions and learning
tasks
Provide feedback that moves learners
forward
Students as owners of their own learning
Students as instructional resources for one
another

Learn to...investigate
aspects of business using
actual business case
studies to explain how
operations strategy can
help a business sustain its
competitive advantage

Outcome …
H8 organises and
evaluates information
for actual and
hypothetical business
situations

Learn about...
operations strategies
quality management,
global factors,
outsourcing, technology,
inventory management

Operations
HSC

Case Study
Pure Gelato

Contemporary Issues
balance between cost and
quality in operations
strategy
the impact of
globalisation on
operations strategy
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Assessment for Learning
Decode Marking Criteria
Practice questions
Feedback

!

Assessment as Learning
Part A
Research Task

Assessment of Learning
Part B
In class Essay

students know the
assessment criteria before
they begin a task
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!

Explain the success criteria when issuing
the task - or at the beginning of the unit
of work.

!

Deconstruct the success criteria in
students’ language (or decode BOS
speak)

!

Posters of key words to talk about
learning eg describe, explain, evaluate
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!

Show how the marking guidelines
relate to the rubric and the syllabus
outcomes

!

See Task sample

Relevant Knowledge

Business Issues

Business Terms
Case studies
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Draw out and relate
implications

Question: Analyse the inﬂuences on the
management of operations
“Learn about” dot
points
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Use an executive
summary

Use dot point
headings

Provide
Scaﬀolds

You may use stats, graphs or
diagrams if relevant

Executive
Summary

• Address the question
• Introduce case studies

Inﬂuence
#1

• Key syllabus terms and concepts
• Case study example
• Implications

Inﬂuence
#2

• Key syllabus terms and concepts
• Case study example
• Implications
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Must Cut Through – It is the ﬁrst thing
the marker sees.
A Good Introduction
! Refers to the question
! Has impact: uses a quote, a startling fact or

statistic, a recent media issue, a case study

Refers to
relevant
dot points

There are a number of inﬂuences on the operations
function of a business and globalisation and rapid
advances in technology are two of the biggest.
Businesses like Pure Gelato have needed to
embrace both by outsourcing various operations
functions to other countries and adapting new
techologies to various stages of their production
process.

Identiﬁes
current
issues

case study
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Topic Sentence – Identify the relevant syllabus
dot point as related to the question
Juicy Detail 1 – Elaborate on the dot point
according to the keyword eg. Discuss, Analyse or
Evaluate
Juicy Detail 2 – Support with an Example such as
case study (or application to the scenario)
Juicy Detail 3 – Further Support with a current
statistic (or data from the stimulus)
Concluding statement – Make a judgement about
impact on business where relevant

Topic sentence

Technology
! New developments in technology strongly inﬂuence operations
Draws
and production management. Manufacturing processes are
out
becoming increasingly automated resulting in greater eﬃciency
and a reduction in the costs of production. Pure Gelato has
Case
study
recently spent $500,000 installing a “state of the art” milk
pasteuriser which has replaced several smaller and less eﬃcient
machines. This has helped them increase the speed of production
and signiﬁcant cost savings in energy usage by over $1000 per
month.
Implications
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Scaﬀolds for planning/writing

!

Annotated examples of diﬀerent standards
to ‘ﬂesh out’ assessment rubrics e.g. BOS
standards packages, HSC exam answers

!

Give opportunities for students to design
their own questions from the syllabus

!

students get
meaningful feedback
about what they are
able to do and what
they need to do in
order to improve their
level of performance
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Section III checklist
! Syllabus dot points
! Applied stimulus
! Terminology
Section IV Checklist
! Syllabus Dot points
! Case Studies
! Terminology

Think Pair Share
! Students have to come up
with something
! Pairing shows gaps in
understanding
2 Stars and a wish
! Students understand the
success criteria
! Recognise where it’s met
! Recognise where it’s missing
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